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Florida’s 33 rural countiesi are important to the state’s economy 
and way of life.1 Together, they cover about a third of the state and 
are home to over 6 percent of the state’s population (1.3 million 
residents). Yet, because their economies are typically tied to just 
one or two sectors (most commonly, agriculture and tourism) when 
these sectors experience shocks, it takes them longer to recover—
rural counties are more economically vulnerable to hurricanes 
than urban counties.2  

Agriculture is critically important to rural Florida counties, 
providing up to a third of a county’s GDP.3 The most recent USDA 
data shows annual crop sales of over $1.2 billion in rural counties, 
with livestock and related products accounting for $1.1 billion in 
revenue each year.4 Top commodities are sugarcane, oranges, and 
flowers, though strawberries, tomatoes, and bell peppers are also 
high-value crops at the farm level.

Hurricane Ian brought unprecedented damage to Florida’s 
rural communities, knocking out power, destroying property, and 
causing extensive flooding with devastating impacts on agriculture. 
As it moved inland, Hurricane Ian maintained strength while 
dumping heavy rains in what could present a new trend. Figure 1 
shows Hurricane Ian’s path and the average windspeeds by county, 
a major driver of crop damage.5 

i The State of Florida defines rural as: a county with a population of 75,000 or less; a county with a population of 125,000 or less which is contiguous to a county of 75,000 
or less; any municipality within a county as described above (Section 288.0656, Florida Statutes).

Hurricane impacts to rural counties are complex. Previous research demonstrated that rural county economies are more 
susceptible to impacts of hurricanes and other natural disasters than urban counties.2 Comprehensive climate resilience plans that 
include rural communities would better address the varied suit of challenges facing the state’s vulnerable areas:

• Biodiversity loss and the pollinator crisis: About 15 percent of the nation’s bee colonies were in the path of Hurricane 
Ian. Fewer pollinators would likely lead to reduced harvests or higher market prices for Florida’s produce.6

•	 Compromised	farm	profits: Florida is the second largest strawberry producing state in the nation. Strawberries need 
cooler conditions for optimal growth, and high temperatures already impact growers and their supply chains. A recent analysis 
suggests strawberry farmers will experience an 11 percent yield decline and a 10 percent decrease in net income per acre.7 

• Flooding: Hurricanes are one source of flooding. Scientists expect more severe storms in the future.8 When paired with other 
impacts from climate change (like sea level rise), heavy rains that come with hurricanes can be devastating and will likely make 
future flooding worse.9

• Energy and the cost of living: A recent study found that Florida’s rural communities face higher energy costs.10 Extreme 
climate events can shock the state’s energy grid, likely leading to increases in energy costs and widened existing disparities.

Hurricane Ian exposed the vulnerability of rural communities, 
highlighting the need for adaptive climate resilience strategies that 

include Florida’s rural counties.
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Figure 1. Approximate windspeeds during Hurricane Ian by county and major 
citrus- and strawberry-producing counties
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Tropical storms and hurricanes often affect perishable 
products, as when fields are flooded, or harvested items 
must be dumped after power outages shut down cold 
storage facilities. These events may also affect market 
prices, for instance when storms degrade product quality. 
Finally, hurricanes often damage farm buildings, equipment, 
livestock, and perennial crops such as citrus and vineyards. 

University of Florida researchers used wind speed, 
precipitation, and flooding to estimate over $2 billion in crop 
losses from Hurricane Ian.5 Figure 2 shows the distribution 
of losses to selected commodities, with rural counties in 
the hurricane’s path experiencing 37 percent of the 
total estimated crop losses across the state. These 
impacts are disproportionate, given that only 6 percent of 
the population live in these counties.

RURAL COUNTIES WERE DISPROPORTIONATELY IMPACTED BY HURRICANE IAN
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Figure 2. Estimated agricultural losses from Hurricane Ian by county (in million USD 
2022) and major citrus- and strawberry-producing counties
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RECENT HURRICANES AND THE CITRUS INDUSTRY
Since 2017, three major hurricanes hit Florida. This frequency does not allow 
time for citrus trees to fully recover, amplifying hurricane impacts over time. 
The result has a two-part effect on citrus plantations: first, fruits are blown off trees 
and spoil, and then the trees can be severely damaged, requiring years to recover—
sometimes requiring replacement. Perennial crops, like oranges, are more vulnerable 
to strong winds and take longer to recover. A typical citrus crop takes two seasons 
to recover from a category 4 hurricane,11 but producers may suffer more enduring 
economic losses.

Hurricane Ian has been the costliest storm in Florida’s history, directly striking some 
of the major citrus producing rural counties. Citrus provides the greatest economic 
value for Florida producers. Given that hurricane strength is expected to increase 
with climate change, Florida’s agricultural sector is likely to become increasingly 
vulnerable to hurricane impacts. 

“Florida’s 
citrus crop 
forecast is 
the lowest 

in nearly 100 
years, recent 

hurricanes 
are a major 

factor.” 12


